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Sensing and communication technology has been used successfully in various event monitoring applications over the last
two decades, especially in places where long-term manual monitoring is infeasible. However, the major applicability of this
technology was mostly limited to terrestrial environments. On the other hand, underwater wireless sensor networks (UWSNs)
opens a new space for the remote monitoring of underwater species, faunas along with communicating with underwater
vehicles, submarines etc. However, as opposed to terrestrial radio communication, underwater environment brings new
challenges for reliable communication due to the high conductivity of the aqueous medium which leads to major signal
absorption. In this paper, we provide a detailed technical overview of diferent underwater communication technologies,
namely acoustic, magnetic and visual light, along with their potentials and challenges in submarine environments. Detailed
comparison among these technologies have also been laid out along with their pros and cons using real experimental results.
CCS Concepts: · Hardware → Sensor applications and deployments; Sensor devices and platforms; · Networks → Sensor
networks.
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Underwater communication, Channel Modeling, RF communications, acoustic communications, Magnetic Induction Communications, visual light communication

1 INTRODUCTION
The applications of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are not only limited to terrestrial applications, but also
have huge potential in various underwater monitoring applications like marine habitat monitoring, underwater
disaster monitoring, oil/gas pipeline monitoring and so on. Such applications require continuous, non-intrusive
communication mechanisms that work well in underwater environments. However, underwater wireless sensor
networks (UWSNs) bring a number of challenges that are unique as compared to the terrestrial environments,
mainly due to the conductivity of the water medium which also increases with the salinity level. Radio frequency
(RF) based communications are extensively studied in terrestrial applications, however, electromagnetic (EM)
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wave is absorbed in water medium and thus cannot work well in deep marine environments. Reducing signal
absorption can be achieved by using lower frequencies, but this severely limits the achievable data rate and
requires bigger antennas.
Acoustic communication is another promising communication technology and works well aqueous media.
However, the low propagation speed of sound (i.e. 1500 m/s) results in long message delay for acoustic communication. In addition to that, multi-path fading and Doppler efects of acoustic signals also limit the communication
quality [1]. Due to this long delay and multi-path efects, such communication is also afected by underwater
turbulence and suspended sediments [2]. In addition to these, the communication is adversely afected due to the
multiple relected paths at the water-air boundary [3, 4], which limits the communication quality especially in
shallow water.
Visible light communication (VLC) is another emerging technology that is standardized by IEEE in 2011 in
the form of IEEE 802.15.7. The technology can achieve 100 Mb/sec or higher transmission rate for line-of-sight
communications. VLC also experiences low signal attenuation in water and have already shown promise in
achieving high-speed underwater communication spanning up to hundreds of meters (≈ 300 m) [5]. The light
absorption is minimum at 400ś500 nm of the visible spectrum, however, the characteristics change based on
the amount of phyto-plankton species and dissolved underwater organic matters. Underwater wireless optical
communication (UWOC) is also impacted by underwater scattering due to density luctuations, organic and
inorganic large particles. The communication also deteriorates in presence of underwater obstacles such as
marine species.
Another emerging and popular technology for underwater communication is Magnetic Induction (MI) based
communication that works on the principle of resonant inductive coupling, where two matched LC coils communicate with the same resonance frequency. MI communication has higher propagation speed (3 × 108 m/s) as
compared to acoustic communication. In addition to that the communication is purely magnetic, and therefore
does not sufer from multi-path fading and difraction efects. Because of negligible multi-path efects, MI communication is less afected by turbulence and less impaired in shallow water [4]. The communication quality is also
not disturbed in the water/air boundaries, because of similar magnetic permeabilities of these media. However,
MI signal strength drops very fast and therefore the transmission range is relatively limited.
In this paper we provide a detailed overview of diferent communication technologies in underwater environments, along with their potentials, challenges and applicability. As the topic is quite broad in nature, there are
few survey articles [6, 7] that are studied in the literature on this topic. In particular, the survey in [8] focuses on
underwater magnetic induction communication, the survey in [9] focuses on underwater optical communication,
and the survey in [10] focuses on underwater acoustic communication systems. However, as opposed to these
literature, we provide a detailed comparison of these diferent technologies considering experimental prototyping,
which are sparse in the other surveys. We also discuss relevant challenges corresponding to diferent wireless
technologies.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses several application scenarios for underwater communication. Section 3ś6 extensively summarizes several research studies and limitations of RF, acoustic, VLC
and MI communication for UWSNs. Comparison of diferent technologies along with relevant discussions are
summarized in section 7. The paper is concluded in section 8.

2 DIFFERENT USE CASES OF UNDERWATER COMMUNICATION
The applications of underwater WSNs (UWSNs) have huge potential for monitoring the health of marine
aquaculture, underwater pollution detection and control, underwater habitat monitoring, climate monitoring and
tracking any disturbances etc. Below we discuss some of the major applications of UWSNs.
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Underwater marine life monitoring: Marine habitat monitoring was one of the main application areas
of underwater wireless sensor networks. One of the prominent applications are monitoring ishing activities.
Fisheries are an important source of income for a large number of people worldwide: however, poorly managed
capture of ishes will disturb the marine ecosystems. Therefore, a sustainable isheries management requires
a careful management of the amount and efect of ishing, which can be achieved by remotely monitoring the
seabed habitats using sensing technology such as remote cameras [11]. These cameras can be attached with
Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) that can gather imagery data, which can be analyzed for undersea
habitat monitoring [12, 13].
Many other similar exercises have been conducted for monitoring the marine habitats. ACME [14] is an
European funded project designed for permanent monitoring of marine activities, especially in areas like shipping
lanes, estuaries etc [15]. Similar other projects are LOTUS [16] and SWAN [17]. CoralSense [18] and SEA-LABS [19]
have studied the use of UWSN for coral reef habitat monitoring. Authors in [20] have investigated the potential
of high-frequency multibeam sonar as a means of remotely collecting highresolution movement data for marine
mammals. In [21] the authors have developed an underwater video system called PelagiCam for semi-automated
monitoring of mobile marine fauna.
Underwater resource monitoring: UWSN are also useful for exploring various underwater natural resources
like oil/gas extraction, oil spills, mine detection and so on. According to a report [22, 23], the global underwater
monitoring of oil and gas market is expected to surpass 1.8 billion dollars by 2024. At the same time, increasing
number of accidents at the drilling facilities also boost the need for a large-scale underwater monitoring system.
In [24] the authors have used acoustic communication along its visual mapping to monitor underwater manganese
crust. Other studies on deep sea exploration are also reported in [25]. In addition to that, the increasing applications
and researches of underwater robotics, unmanned autonomous vehicles [26] are also aiding the need for such
underwater monitoring where communication in underwater medium is a vital requirement.
Monitoring underwater pipelines: Underwater pipeline infrastructures are typically used for transferring
water, petroleum and natural gas. These pipelines spans over a large areas; for example the Langeled pipeline [27]
that transfers natural gas to England extends over 1200 km from the Ormen Lange ield in Norway to the
Easington Gas Terminal in England. This pipeline carries around 25.5 billion cubic meters natural gas per year.
Another long pipeline of 364 km is located between Qatar and UAE under the Arabian Gulf , that is used to
transfer processed natural gas [28]. Apart from these there are around 30000 miles of underwater pipelines in the
Gulf of Mexico to transfer oil [29].
However, over times such long pipelines experience leakage, corrosions, dents, and cracks. Contamination
goes hand in hand with leakage due to seepage through leaks, rusted pipes, and internal build ups. Cracks in
pipelines carrying oil and gasses can be quite fatal and may lead to environmental pollution. For example in 2010
a ruptured pipeline spewing natural gas caused a blast in San Bruno, California, that left behind a 72 foot long
crater, killed eight people, and injured more than ifty [30]. Another pipeline accident took place near Michigan
which leads to the spilling of 840000 gallons of crude oil into the Kalamazoo River with an estimated cost of 800
million dollars [30]. To avoid such incidents, a continuous monitoring of these pipeline infrastructures through
the deployment of sensor nodes across are crucial. Several studies for underwater cable and pipeline monitoring
applications that are deployed for oil or gas extraction are reported in [31ś33].
Underwater disaster monitoring: UWSN is also useful for monitoring underwater disasters such as underwater volcanic eruptions, underwater earthquakes that results in tsunamis, and loods. After the 2004 tsunami
that caused extensive damage and deaths in Indonesia, scientists have expanded the ocean-based warning system
called DART (Deep-ocean Assessment and Reporting of Tsunamis) in the Indonesian archipelago [34]. The system
consists of pressure sensors that are deployed at the sealoor to relay signals to the shore, which can be used
to estimate the possibility of potential tsunami. UWSNs can also be used for developing underwater seismic
monitoring station. A team of marine scientists from Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) are using
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Underwater communications
(Diferent use cases)

Continuous communication/monitoring
(QoS requirement: Low energy
consumption)

Event-driven monitoring
(QoS requirements: High reliability, low delay)
Underwater pipeline monitoring

Underwater marine life monitoring
Underwater disaster monitoring
Underwater resource monitoring
Underwater climate monitoring

Fig. 1. Taxonomy of diferent use cases for underwater communications.

radio telemetry to monitor the rumblings of a submarine volcano (named Kick’em Jenny, which is an active
volcano under Caribbean Sea) from seismic monitoring devices installed on the volcano [35]. The seismic data
from these devices are transmitted from a high-frequency radio to a land-based observatory, which helps the
scientists to observe the state of the volcano as it draws in and expels seawater, magma and super-heated luids.
Underwater communication has also been used to locate the underwater wrekage and debris after any accidental
crash during investigation and searching. For example, underwater AUVs were also deployed in the aftermath
of AirFrance Flight 447 crash in the Atlantic ocean in 2010. Three REMUS 6000 AUVs were deployed to search
the plane wrekage; each one of them searched an area of approximately 40.6 square kilometers by day [36].
Finally in 2011, the plane wreckage was detected and conirmed by the side scan sonar and the AUV cameras.
These applications require communicating the monitoring data to an above-ground monitoring station, thus,
underwater communication is essential in such scenarios.
Monitoring underwater climate change: UWSN also has the potential to monitor climate change under
the ocean surfaces. For example, the Argo program (https://argo.ucsd.edu/) was initiated with the key objective
of monitoring the ocean data related to climate change. The project uses robotic instruments that drift with
the ocean currents and move up and down between the surface and a mid-water level [37]. These instruments
measure temperature, salinity of the water along with other properties related to biology/chemistry of the ocean.
In 2020, Agro has collected 12000 data proiles each month; these measurements provide crucial information,
such as ocean heat content increases, sea level rises etc. to the scientists. For example, temperature measurements
obtained from the sensors allow the researchers to monitor the spatio-temporal distribution of heat changes over
the years.
Based on the requirement of the use cases, the above mentioned application scenarios can be divided into
two categories: continuous communication or monitoring, and event-driven monitoring, as shown in Fig. 1. For
example, monitoring applications like marine life, underwater resources and climate requires transmitting the
sensed data continuously; therefore the primary Quality of Service (QoS) requirement for these applications is
the low energy consumption of the sensing devices. On the other hand, underwater pipeline monitoring (for
leaks, contamination etc.) or disaster monitoring does not require the sensing nodes to send data continuously,
but whenever such events are detected, they need to be reported with high reliability and with low latency. In
the following sections, we study diferent wireless communication technologies (i.e. RF, optical, acoustics and
magnetic) along with their possibilities and limitations for various underwater applications.
ACM Trans. Sensor Netw.
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3 DISCUSSION OF RF TECHNOLOGIES AND THEIR LIMITATIONS
Radio Frequency (RF) based communications have been studied and researched ubiquitously both for long range
and short range communications. Underwater RF communication has been investigated during the early days of
radios [38]. However, RF propagation through water is quite diferent than that of air; the channel attenuation
factor α in water can be representation as [39]
q
(1)
α = πσ µ 0 f
where σ is the water conductivity (in Siemens/meter), f is the frequency (in Hertz) and µ 0 is the permeability (in
henry/meter). Due to high electrical conductivity, underwater channel experiences strong signal attenuation.
Therefore, the underwater media causes high signal absorption, difraction and results in an extremely complex
and lossy communications channel. From equation(1) we can also observe that the attenuation is proportional to
the water conductivity, which depends on the level of salinity. The conductivity of sea water is 4.3 S/m, whereas
that of fresh water is 0.001 to 0.01 S/m. Therefore, the attenuation of RF signal is higher in sea water than in
fresh water. In [2] the authors have studied RF skin depth, propagation velocity, path loss at diferent frequencies
in underwater medium. Other theoretical modeling of propagation characteristics in underwater scenarios are
reported in [40, 41].
Table 1. Characteristics of diferent RF frequency bands for UWSNs [42]
Frequency
band
Extremely High Frequency (EHF)
Super high frequency (SHF)
Ultra High Frequency (UHF)
Very High Frequency (VHF)
High Frequency (HF)
Medium frequency (MF)
Low Frequency (LF)
Very Low Frequency (VLF)
Extremely Low Frequency (ELF)

Frequency
range (Hz)
3×1010 - 3×1011
3×109 - 3×1010
3×108 - 3×109
3×107 - 3×108
3×106 - 3×107
3×105 - 3×106
3×104 - 3×105
3×103 - 3×104
3 - 3×103

Wavelength
range (m)
10−2 - 10−3
10−1 - 10−2
1 - 10−1
10 - 1
102 - 10
103 - 102
104 - 103
105 - 104
108 - 105

e-folding
depth (m)
0.14 - 0.05
0.46 - 0.14
1.4 - 0.46
4.6 - 1.4
144 - 4.6

Table 1 shows channel characteristics of diferent RF band in underwater medium, where e-folding depth is the
depth at which the signal’s intensity is reduced from its surface intensity by a factor of l/e (where e = 2.72) [42].
As the attenuation increases with frequency, establishing reliable communication link in underwater is quite
diicult in very and ultra high frequency (VHF and UHF) range; in fact in HF and MF range also the e-folding
depth is quite small. Therefore the studies for underwater RF communication in this range is quite limited. In [43]
the authors have studied underwater communication in 2 MHz, 50 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands. Underwater RF
communication in 2.4 GHz is reported in [44, 45]. However, these studies have been conducted in low depth and
so are not applicable for general UWSN applications.
On the other hand, reducing absorption by choosing lower frequencies helps in attenuation [46, 47]; in fact,
extremely low frequency (ELF) submarine communication was studied for sub-sea electromagnetic application [48,
49]. The system used to operate at 76 Hz for the US system and 82 Hz in the Russian system with an extremely
low data rate of few characters per minute [38]. In [50] the authors have studied the RF path loss from air to
water in between 23 kHz to 1 GHz. They have identiied an optimal frequency range of 3-100 MHz when the
wave propagates to depths less than 5 meters; however, the loss increases monotonically when the depth is more
than 10 meters. Similar studies for underwater communication vehicles are studied in [51ś54].
However, using low frequencies for RF communication needs bigger antennas, which introduces the problem on
undesirable size and potentially severe interference with nearby radios. Also as the underwater RF communication
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is limited to very low frequency, the available bandwidth is quite small, which severely limits the data rate. VLF
only ofers a few hundred bps, whereas ELF supports only a few bits per minute [55], which prevents transmission
of complex data. Because of these issues, a long range and high data rate RF communication through water is
found to be impractical for many real-world applications. Therefore, below we study the other three means of
communications (i.e. acoustic, optical and magnetic) in greater details.

4 ACOUSTIC BASED UNDERWATER COMMUNICATIONS
Another technology of interest for challenging environments is acoustic communications which is based on the
propagation of high frequency pressure waves through the media. Acoustic propagation is heavily studied in
underwater environments where it can be used for very low-data rate (at most a few kb/sec) communications
over a few kilometers [56ś59].
This section is organized as follows. We irst discuss relevant acoustic communication characteristic (i.e.
propagation loss, delay, signal-to-noise ratio etc.) in underwater medium in section 4.1-4.3. Common acoustic
modems are discussed in section 4.4. We then report some measurement studies on acoustic communication in
section 4.5. Practical issues and future research challenges are then reported in section 4.6-4.7.

4.1

Underwater Acoustic Propagation Loss

The underwater acoustic transmission range strongly depends not only on the transmission power, but also on
the frequency and the bandwidth of the signal. Speciically, the attenuation experienced by a signal with carrier
frequency f at distance d and expressed in dB, can be computed as [60]:
A(d, f )d B = k · 10 log d + d · a( f ),

(2)

being k the spreading factor used to describe the geometry of the propagation, and a( f ) the absorption loss.
With k = 2 we have the so called spherical spreading (Fig. 2(a)), experienced when a sound wave propagates
away from a source uniformly in all directions, such as when an acoustic source is placed at mid-depth of the
water column in a deep water scenario, and the distance d between transmitted and receiver is less than (a) the
distance between the transmitter and the sea bottom and (b) the distance between the transmitter and the sea
surface. With k = 1, instead, we have the cylindrical spreading (Fig. 2(b)), experienced when the acoustic signal
systematically hits the sea surface and the sea loor before reaching the destination, thus propagates in a medium
with upper and lower boundaries. A cylindrical spreading assumes that the sound is distributed uniformly over
the surface of a cylinder having the radius equal to the transmission range d and the height equal to the depth of
the ocean. The propagation can be approximated as cylindrical whenever d is way greater than the water depth
(e.g., at least two times the water depth). In this case the acoustic signal attenuates slowly than in the case of
spherical spreading, but is more afected by self interference due to relections with the sea loor and the sea
surface.
Finally, with k = 1.5 we can approximate the case when d is larger than half of the water depth, but not large
enough to entail a cylindrical spreading. This is the most common case experienced in the ield, and for this
reason k = 1.5 is called practical spreading.
The absorption loss a( f ) is usually expressed empirically, by using the formula that best approximates the
absorption of a certain acoustic frequency in a determinate area. For instance, the Thiele’s formula [61] is proved
to well represent the propagation loss in the cold shallow waters of the Baltic and the North sea, while the model
proposed by Chitre in [62] best describes the acoustic propagation in the warm Singapore waters. The Thorp’s
formula [63], however, is still the most commonly used to compute the path-loss, and is presented as follows:
10 log a( f ) =
ACM Trans. Sensor Netw.
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Spherical spreading

Cylindrical spreading

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Spherical spreading (a) experienced when a sound wave propagates away from a source uniformly in all directions,
and cylindrical spreading (b) experienced when the acoustic signal systematically propagates in a medium with upper and
lower boundaries.

with f expressed in kHz. This formula provides the absorption coeicient in dB/km of a single propagation path:
this coeicient increases rapidly with frequency, hence imposing a limit on the maximum frequency that can be
used for an acoustic transmission at a given distance.
While a single propagation path model can be used to model an acoustic transmission in a vertical channel,
where the signal relections with the sea bottom and the sea surface can be neglected, it cannot be used to model
horizontal transmissions, where the multipath efect caused by the signal relections plays an important role. In
this case models that well characterize the secondary paths need to be used. Among the existing models [64, 65],
the most commonly used is the Bellhop ray tracer [66], that, given the environmental conditions of a certain
area, provides as results an accurate model for the sound propagation. Speciically, the parameters considered
to characterize the environmental conditions of a certain area are: bathymetry, sediments composition of the
sealoor, sound speed proile (ssp), transducer beam pattern and evolution of the surface waves. The drawback of
using ray tracing in simulations of underwater networks composed by many nodes is the high computational
complexity: a good trade-of can be using analytical models that takes into account multiple paths [60, 62, 67], at
the price of a lower accuracy.

4.2

Underwater Acoustic Noise and Signal to Noise Ratio

When predicting the transmission range, the acoustic noise should be considered as well. Also the acoustic noise
depends on the signal frequency, and according to [60] it is composed by four main components:
(1) the turbulence noise Nt , that inluences only the very low frequencies, i.e., the frequencies below 10 Hz: its
power spectral density (p.s.d.) in dB re µPa per Hz can be computed as:
10 log Nt ( f ) = 17 − 30 log f ;

(4)
ACM Trans. Sensor Netw.
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Fig. 3. Range of an acoustic vertical link computed with the model in [60] by varying the central frequency. The range is
selected as the distance between the transmiter and the receiver where SNR = 10 dB.

(2) the noise caused by distant ships Ns is the dominant noise component for frequencies between 10 and
100 Hz, and its p.s.d. can be computed as:
10 log Ns ( f ) = 40 + 20(s − 0.5) + 26 log f − 60 log ( f + 0.03),

(5)

where s is the shipping factor that ranges between 0 (low shipping activity) and 1 (high shipping activity);
(3) the noise caused by the wind-driven waves Nw is the most dominant noise component for the frequencies
between 100 Hz and 100 kHz, and its p.s.d. can be computed as:
√
10 log Nw ( f ) = 50 + 7.5 w + 20 log f − 40 log ( f + 0.4),
(6)

where w is the wind speed in m/s;
(4) the thermal noise Nt h is the main cause of noise for frequencies above 100 kHz, and its p.s.d. can be
computed as:
10 log Nt h ( f ) = −15 + 20 log f .
(7)
The overall p.s.d. of the noise N ( f ) can be computed adding the all noise components. Finally, observing the
p.s.d. for the central frequency of the receiver fc and taking a narrow band δ fc around fc where the p.s.d. of the
noise and the signal attenuation attenuation A(d, fc ) can be considered as constant, we obtain
N = N ( fc ) · δ fc .

(8)

Given noise N , transmission source level PT X (expressed in dB re µPa @ 1 m from the source) transmission range
d, central frequency fc and the signal attenuation A(d, fc ), the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), in dB, can inally be
computed as
PT X
SN R = 10 log
− A(d, fc ).
(9)
N ( fc ) · δ fc
Using this model, and deining as communication range the distance between the transmitter and the receiver
where SNR = 10 dB, we obtain the plot in Fig. 3, where we can observe how the communication range changes
with the central frequency in case of no multipath, s = 1 and w = 10 m/s. The transmitter is conigured with a
ACM Trans. Sensor Netw.
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transmission source level of 170 dB re µPa @ 1 m, bandwidth equal to half the central frequency; for simplicity,
noise and signal attenuation are assumed to be constant in all bandwidth.
While the aforementioned empirical model is considered a good approximation for vertical links in generic
scenarios, additional noise sources should be taken into account in certain areas. Snapping shrimps, for instance,
becomes the dominant source of noise for the frequencies above 2 kHz in warm water scenarios [68]. Conversely,
the noise caused by ships’ propellers and engines becomes the dominant cause of noise for the frequencies below
20 kHz in port areas [69]. Finally, in the Arctic, the acoustic noise is well correlated with wind speed, because
when sea ice deforms or fractures due to wind, waves, or currents, it produces loud sounds resulting in high
acoustic noise, even down to bandwidths usually dominated by shipping traic [70, 71]. For this reason, scientists
prefer to measure the noise level in the ield instead of using mathematical models, when possible [72].

4.3

Propagation Delay and Communication Stack

While in radio terrestrial networks the propagation delay is often negligible compared to the time needed for
the data transmission, in underwater acoustic networks this is not true, as the signal propagates underwater
with the speed of the sound, that is, on average, 1500 m/s,1 i.e., ive order of magnitude smaller than the speed of
radio waves in the air. The result of this phenomena is the high transmission latency: in fact, the reception of a
signal transmitted by a node that is deployed 1.5 km far from the destination starts 1 s after the beginning of
the signal transmission from the source. The clear limitation of such channel makes low latency transmissions
impossible, therefore real-time alarms and all applications with stringent low-latency requirements cannot be
enabled by acoustic transmissions. Another limitation imposed by the high propagation delay is the impossibility
to use terrestrial carrier-sense based Media Access Control (MAC) layers [83] such as Carrier-Sense Multiple
Access (CSMA). Indeed, listening to an acoustic channel before transmitting does not guarantee to prevent
packet collisions at the receiver. Also the use of slotted MAC is not that efective, as Time-Division Multiple
Access (TDMA) would require to insert a large guard time between slots to prevent collisions between packets
transmitted in the same time frame [83]. On the other hand, when designing MAC layers for underwater acoustic
networks the large propagation delay can be exploited to perform simultaneous transmissions still preventing
collisions at the receiver [84, 85].
Another issue introduced by the communication latency is the diiculty to perform handshakes and establish
connections between nodes without strongly reducing the network throughput, and for this reasons transport
protocols like Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) are not used. In addition, the low transmission rates imposes to
use small headers to minimize overhead introduced by the communication protocols. For instance, the addressing
of underwater nodes is not performed using Internet Protocol (IP) addresses [86], but by simply enumerating
the nodes of the networks. In networks where a large number of nodes is envisioned, a more sophisticated
addressing system can be used, for example, by grouping the nodes in clusters and enumerating only the nodes
of a cluster [86].
With these considerations we can understand how important is to perform an accurate design of an underwater
acoustic network, not only selecting carefully the physical layer, but also developing MAC and routing layers
that takes in consideration the limitations imposed by the acoustic channel. For this reason, in the last ten years
several underwater network simulators and test-beds have been developed [74ś77, 79ś81, 87] to help researchers
and industries evaluating the network performance before the actual deployment.

4.4

Common Acoustic Modems

The most common acoustic modems developed to date can be divided in three categories as follows.
1 The

speed of sound changes depending on water salinity, temperature and density.
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Low Frequency (LF) acoustic modems, whose carrier frequency is below 20 kHz, are characterized by a
low bandwidth (usually below 10 kHz), a bitrate of about a few hundreds of bits/s, and a long transmission range,
that can easily achieve a few tens of kilometers [88]. Given this frequency and bandwidth, and therefore the
long wavelength, an LF acoustic modem is composed of large acoustic transducer (aka, the łantennaž of the
acoustic modem) with a diameter that can easily exceed 15 cm, and weights at least a few kilos. LF modems
can easy exceed a power consumption of 40 W when transmitting, and are the mostly used by the navy for
surveillance and Mine Countermeasure (MCM) applications [89]. Due to their weight and power consumption,
they are usually deployed from big assets, such as ships, manned submarines, large Autonomous Underwater
Vehicles (AUVs), work-class Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) and large mooring systems. The JANUS NATO
standard [90] for irst contact and interoperability between modems of diferent manufacturers, focus on the LF
bandwidth.
Medium Frequency (MF) acoustic modems, whose carrier frequency is between 20 and 50 kHz, are usually
characterized by a bandwidth between 10 to 20 kHz, a bitrate of about a few kb/s, and a transmission range of a
few kilometers [91]. In this frequency and bandwidth range, an MF modem diameter typically varies in between
3 and 8 cm, and usually weights less than 1 kg. Also MF modems can easy exceed a power consumption of 40 W
when transmitting, and are the mostly used on-board inspection class AUVs and ROVs for vehicle telemetry and
localization [92], due to the fact their smaller size, compared to LF modems, simpliies the integration in medium
size unmanned vessels, still enabling a considerable long range communication link. Given their extended use in
AUVs that can be used for MCM applications, the JANUS NATO standard is in the process of being extended to
also include the MF acoustic bandwidth [93].
High Frequency (HF) acoustic modems, whose carrier frequency is above 50 kHz, are usually characterized
by a bandwidth greater than 20 kHz, a bitrate of few tens of kb/s (up to more than 100 kb/s for some devices [94, 95]),
and a transmission range of few hundreds of meters [96]. Given the high frequency, a HF modem is composed by
a small transducer with a diameter of less than 3 cm, that usually weights less than 100 g. Although transducers
with this size usually cannot support high power transmission and are not rated for more than 1000 m depth, they
are very easy to handle due to their small size and weight. For this reason, most of HF modems do not consume
more than 20 W when transmitting, and are the mostly used on-board those small and micro AUVs and ROVs
designed to be deployed from working boats without the need of winch and crane [97, 98]. They are usually used
for high speed communication to download the data collected from a vehicle during its mission when it is in
the proximity of a base station or a surface sink [99]. A summary of the representative studies of underwater
acoustic communication is given in Table 2.

4.5

Understanding the underwater acoustic communication characteristic through measurements

We now discuss the underwater acoustic communication characteristics from real ield measurements. Given
the variability of an acoustic channel, it is not easy to predict whether an acoustic link will be stable or not. For
instance, in the ’40s researchers faced the phenomenon when an acoustic link between two nodes was established
and stable during the morning, and not established at all during the afternoon: this łaftenoonž efect [63] was
caused by the change of the ssp gradient that was causing shallow zones in the afternoon, i.e., zones where the
signal do not propagate.
In other environmental conditions a link may be stable for a few hours, then lost for one hour, and, inally,
established again. This can happen, for instance, when a ship travels close to a node [100], or due to the high
activity of marine fauna, or due to changes on current, wind and weather conditions (e.g., the presence of rain).
The work in [101] demonstrates how a two states hidden-Markov model well describes this phenomena, where
the transition between the state good channel and the state bad channel is computed by analysing real data.
Speciically, this model has been validated by using the data of the SubNet’09 sea trial, organized of the eastern
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shore of the Pianosa Island, Italy. Many experiments were conducted, lasting up to ten hours and involving
several thousand JANUS packet transmissions, at diferent times of day and at diferent days along the summer
season. The data used to validate the model was retrieved between the end of May and the end of August 2009,
and include more that 12000 transmissions. Along with the acoustic measurements, also the environmental
conditions such as wind speed, ssp and temperature were measured.
A hybrid Automatic repeat request (ARQ) system can help dealing with the high instability of the channel [102],
however, in the case the link is deinitively lost, other solutions should be foreseen. For instance, instead of
using a static routing, a looding based routing or a routing system that periodically checks whether a link
exist, or that uses implicit Acknowledge (ACK) to check if a packet is correctly forwarded to destination can
provide a signiicant help, as demonstrated in the RACUN project with both simulations [89] and sea trials [103].
Another solution would be to employ multiple acoustic bandwidth, in order to use the one that best propagates
to destination in the given conditions, and to use the Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) that provides the
highest throughput for that channel [93]. The authors in [104] demonstrates both via simulations and with a lake
test in Germany the efectiveness of multimodal routing protocols in hybrid acoustic networks whose nodes are
equipped with LF, MF and HF acoustic modems. Five diferent topologies of a network composed by 6 nodes
were tested. The same authors in [105] demonstrate with a sea trial in Hadera (Israel) how a multimodal MAC
layer can provide signiicant beneits as well: the multimodal MAC was successfully tested in two topologies
with four nodes. The modems used in the Hadera sea trial are presented in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b), speciically we used:
• 3 Evologics S2C 7/17 acoustic modems, used in nodes 1, 3 and 4, that are able to transmit at a maximum
bitrate of about 7 kbits/s up to 7 km, according to the manufacture, using the bandwidth 7-17 kHz. One
S2C 7/17 transucer can be observed in Fig. 4(a).
• 2 Evologics S2C 18/34 white edition acoustic modems, used in nodes 2 and 4, that are able to transmit at
a maximum bitrate of about 13 kbits/s up to 3.5 km, according to the manufacture, using the bandwidth
18-34 kHz. One unit of this modem can be observed in the bottom part of Fig. 4(b)).
• 3 Evologics S2C 48/78 acoustic modems, used in nodes 1, 2 and 3, that are able to transmit at a maximum
bitrate of about 30 kbits/s up to 1 km, according to the manufacture, using the bandwidth 48-78 kHz. Two
S2C 48/78 transducers can be observed in the top part of Fig. 4(b)).
Fig. 4(c) presents a photo taken during the test from the working boat used to deploy node 3. Node 1 was deployed
from the rubber boat in the top-center of the igure, while nodes 2 and 4 were deployed from the pier. The distance
between nodes was, on average, 250 m, and the nodes were deployed at a depth of 1 m. The water depth was
about 25 m.
The time evolution of the LF and HF links between node 1 and node 3 can be observed in Fig. 4(d)-(e) (the
nodes were not equipped with MF modems). The red dots indicates when a transmitted packet would have been
lost due to bad channel conditions, while the blue line presents the time evolution of the Received Signal Strength
Indicator (RSSI) of the received packets. The RSSI, provided directly by the modems, indicates the received signal
level in dB re 1 V and represents the relative received signal strength, i.e., higher RSSI values correspond to
stronger signals. In this scenario we can observe that, while the HF link was not stable mainly due to the strong
wind that was causing large waves and signiicant noise to the HF bandwidth., the LF link was very robust:
however, the higher transmission speed of the HF link entails that, in order to achieve a higher throughput, the
HF link should be used as soon as it becomes available.
In another test performed by the University of Padova and mentioned in [106], instead, in a network deployed
40 m from a cargo ship docked a LF modem reached only the same transmission range of a HF modem, but the
latter was more stable because the noise level of the cargo ship was very close to the saturation level of the LF
transducer, while the HF transducer was almost unafected due to its high frequency bands.
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Fig. 4. The modems used in experiment in Hadera, Israel: (a) EvoLogics S2C 7/17 LF transducer, (b) two EvoLogics S2C 48/78
HF transducers (in the top) and one EvoLogics S2C 18/34 white edition MF modem (in the botom of the figure). (c) presents
a photo taken during the sea experiment: one node was deployed from the working boat (in the botom), another node form
a rubber boat (placed in the top-center of this picture) and two nodes were deployed from the Hadera electrical pier, long
2 km. Temporal evolution of the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) from node 1 to node 3 experience in Hadera for
the (d) LF and the (e) HF link.

In both tests, however, the transmission range declared by the modem manufacture was not achieved: the
main reason was due to the fact in both cases the transducers were deployed only 1 m below the sea surface, thus
the reception was strongly afected by muthipath relections with the sea surface.
Both multimodal routing and MAC were tested using the DESERT underwater framework [74], and they
both demonstrate how using multiple technologies in the same node can provide a signiicant gain in terms
of performance and reliability compare to single technology systems, paving the way to further studies and
development of agile network architectures, such as the one preformed by [93].
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4.6

Practical Considerations

Despite the physical model of acoustic propagation presented in Section 4.1 and 4.2 states that, in general, the
lower the carrier frequency, the longer the transmission range range [60], this may not be true in some speciic
cases, as the acoustic communication can be strongly afected by sealoor composition, multipath relections,
environmental conditions and shipping activity. Speciically, LF signals are strongly inluenced by shipping
noise [69], because the noise caused by ships’ propellers and machinery is below 20 kHz. Conversely, HF signals
are strongly afected by the noise caused by wind waves, rain and snapping shrimps. For this reason, in a port in
the proximity of a cargo ship with the machinery on, it is not rare to achieve a longer range transmission with an
HF signals than with a LF signals, as the LF receiver would be very close to saturation and receive a signal with
a very low SNR. In addition, the multipath caused by signal relections with the seabed and with the water to
air boundary can strongly deteriorate the signal, thus limiting the transmission range. For this reason, most of
commercial systems employ frequency hopping to mitigate the multipath efect, thus limiting the transmission
rate to the beneit of a more stable communication link. Vertical transmissions (e.g., performed between a node
deployed close to the sea surface and a node deployed close to the sea bottom) instead, are less prone to multipath,
and the authors in [107] demonstrated that broadband communications can be performed with MF signals at a
distance of several kilometers.
In the case the communication geometry and the node position is known in advance, transducers with
directional beam pattern can be used rather than omnidirectional or hemispherical transducers, in order to
concentrate the transmitted power in a certain direction and hence extend the transmission range and reduce the
multipath. Conversely, if the network is composed by mobile nodes that are performing a path that is unknown
before the deployment, an omnidirectional transducer should be employed. Information about the transducer
beam patter is always speciied in the modem’s data-sheets provided by the manufacture, e.g., [91].
Another aspect that can strongly impact the reception of an acoustic signals is the Doppler efect caused by
the movements of the submerged nodes. This aspect should be taken into account not only when mobile nodes,
such as AUVs and ships, are used, but also when static nodes are deployed from buoys and mooring systems, as
they may drift due to both water current and wind. The Doppler efect leads to frequency shift when at least one
of two communication partners is moving. The frequency shift ∆f of a signal with frequency f s sent by a node
moving at speed vs to a node moving at speed vr in the opposite direction can be computed as [108]
∆ = fs

vs − vr
,
c − vs

(10)

where c is the speed of sound underwater. For example, a 75 kHz signal sent between two AUVs moving at 2 m/s
in the opposite direction will be shifted by 200 Hz [109]. One possibility to prevent this issue is to improve the
separation of the adjacent frequencies and the use a long preamble to estimate the Doppler spread right before
the payload signal is received, at the cost of a lower data rate.
In order to predict the quality of the acoustic link in a certain area, also the period of the year should be taken
into account, not only to consider the acoustic noise speciic of that period (e.g., caused by marine mammals
migration, high activity of marine fauna like snapping shrimps, strong wind often observed only in some speciic
periods of the year, etc), but also the sound speed gradient along the water column. Speciically, the sound of speed
underwater changes depending on salinity, temperature and pressure. Although the salinity of certain area can
be considered constant in a determinate period of the year, both pressure and temperature change considerably
along the water column, and so does the sound speed. Depending on the period of the year temperature and
salinity can change signiicantly, and so the ssp observed in the summer can be signiicantly diferent than the
one experienced in winter. This variation can cause signiicant changes in the acoustic propagation, and thereby
should be taken into account as well.
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Acoustic signals are also used in the underwater domain to perform ranging and positioning between underwater nodes (e.g., with long and short baseline devices [110]), to measure the sea depth below and in front a
ship (e.g., with single, multibeam and forward looking sonars [111]), and to measure the speed of an underwater
vehicle (e.g., with a Doppler Velocity Logger (DVL) [112]). While acoustic modem can integrate positioning and
ranging capabilities at the price of a small reduction on the communication throughput [91, 110], their signal may
interfere with the one used by other manufacture’s ranging, sonar and DVL devices: for this reason an acoustic
modem cannot be deployed in underwater assets without irst analyzing whether the modem interferes with the
other acoustic tools already installed in that area, i.e., by checking if the modem overlaps in frequency with the
other devices. Table 3 summarises the advantages and disadvantages of acoustic communications for UWSNs.

4.7

Future Research Challenges

Due to the large uncertainties of the underwater channel presented in Section 4.4, a transmission scheme that
outperforms all others in each underwater channel does not exist, but for each acoustic channel we can identify
which frequency, bandwidth, modulation and coding scheme should be employed to obtain the best performance
possible. For this reason, the current trend, when designing an underwater network, is to add multimodal
capabilities to the nodes, equipping them with multiple transducers working at diferent frequencies [105], and
able to change MCS according to the quality of the underwater links [93]. For example, a frequency hopping
waveform should be used when mutipath is in place to limit intersymbol interference (ISI) at the price of a
lower datarate, and a robust MCS should be used in the case of low SNR. Conversely, frequency hopping shall
not be used for vertical transmissions, and a faster MCS can be used to achieve a high datarate in case of high
SNR. A further step in the direction of multimodality and adaptivity can be performed by combining diferent
communication channels, i.e., using acoustic, optical and electromagnetic modems in the same node, in order to
get the best of each technology [113, 114].
Despite the mission-critical applications where underwater acoustic networks are used (e.g., surveillance,
anti tsunami system, MCM, etc.) security aspects of underwater acoustic networks have still not been deeply
investigated so far [115]. The countermeasures to Denial of Service (DoS) attacks used in wireless terrestrial
networks cannot be directly applied to the underwater domain due to the lack of resources in terms of datarate
and latency, therefore solutions speciically designed for underwater environments need to be developed. Some
analytical and simulation studies have been performed in [100, 116, 117] and [118] to propose countermeasures
to jamming and replay attacks, but the results have not been yet proven in a sea experiment. Other types of DoS
attacks also need further investigations [115].
The high power consumption and the high cost of traditional commercial acoustic modems (typically used
in military and ofshore applications, where a unit can easily exceed 8K US Dollars), make their use in civilian
applications prohibitive. With the introduction of new sensor technologies applicable to smart ports [99] and
aquaculture sites [119], both industrial modem manufactures [120] and research institutes [109] have started the
development of low-cost and low power acoustic modems for coastal deployments. Indeed, the requirements
of these applications in terms of communication range and datarate are more relaxed than the one needed for
surveillance and ofshore applications, instead they require an afordable device that can be powered with small
batteries. New products start becoming available, all characterized from a cost of less than 1000 US Dollars, a
power consumption of approximately 1 W, and able to transmit up to few hundreds meters at a datarate of few
tens [120ś122] or few hundreds [109, 123] of bits per second.
Finally, an application that so far has only been partially enabled by acoustic communications is the possibility
to perform underwater video live streaming in real time. Despite of several researchers invested a great efort
proving the feasibility of such application [95, 107, 124], the results proved that still-images and very-low quality
video can be transmitted through the acoustic channel either in close range [95, 124], or in very favorable
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conditions [107]. Nevertheless, in short range, high-quality videos can be streamed in real time with other
communication technologies, such as the optical modems described in the following section.

5 VISIBLE LIGHT UNDERWATER COMMUNICATIONS
Visible light communication (VLC) has been standardized by IEEE in 2011 in the form of IEEE 802.15.7 with a
datarate target of 100 Mb/sec line-of-sight communications in clear media. Several survey articles have recently
appeared on VLC [125ś127]. In [125] the authors have discussed the physical layer techniques such as modulation,
circuit design in the context of VLC, whereas the authors in [127] have studied diferent networking aspects
such as sensing and medium access protocols of VLC. Various applications of VLC are reported in [126]. Recent
works have shown the feasibility of about 300 m underwater communication range using laser optical wireless
communication [5].
This section has been organized as follows: We irst describe the signal propagation characteristics of optical
signals in underwater medium as a background overview in section 5.1. We next discuss various existing simulation
and experimental platforms/modems in the area of underwater optical communication in section 5.2-5.3. We also
provide an experimental measurement study for underwater visible light communication in section 5.4. Finally,
we articulate the open challenges and discuss key research questions that remain to be solved in underwater
optical wireless communication in section 5.5.

5.1

Propagation Characteristics of Underwater Optical Communication

Optical wavelengths in the range of Blue, Violet and Ultra-Violet have very low attenuation underwater, compared
to other visible light wavelengths and radio frequencies. This has initiated much interest in using optical wireless
communication through VLC in underwater applications. In pure water the light absorption is minimum at
400ś550 nm of the visible spectrum, however, such absorption characteristics change based on the amount
of phyto-plankton species and dissolved organic matters in the sea water. Other than absorption, underwater
scattering due to density luctuations, organic and inorganic large particles also impacts the performance of
UWOC. Also, the performance of VLC greatly deteriorates in presence of obstacles such as marine species.
Today, there is no standardized channel model for underwater optical wireless communication, which has
opened up opportunities for physical layer modeling works in this space. However, works so far have largely
extrapolated from fundamental visible light communication (VLC) channel model [128] in air medium, where the
VLC channel is primarily deined by the optical channel DC gain. Thus, conceptually, the VLC channel [128] can
be represented as
y = (h)x + n

(11)

where x and y denote transmitted and received signal intensities respectively, h is the channel gain, and n denotes
the channel noise. This model is extrapolated for underwater medium as,
y = α (h)x + n

(12)

where, α represents the efective signal power loss due to underwater medium (due to various efects such as
scattering, absorption, and relection). Underwater optical wireless communication concept is studied extensively
in several survey articles [5, 129, 130], which have presented various extrapolations of the fundamental underwater
VLC channel model in equation (12).

5.2

Experimental underwater optical communication systems/modems

We now discuss the well-known VLC modems and underwater experimental platforms, as well as simulations/studies that model the performance of these modems.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. System overview of (a) Aqua-Fi [131] and (b) OptoCOMM [133]. The figures are adapted from [134, 135].

5.2.1 Aqua-Fi. In an attempt to bring the Internet to an underwater environment, an underwater wireless optical
system, known as Aqua-Fi, was tested using LED and laser as the medium of data communication. The Aqua-Fi
system proposes a low-power, cost-efective multihop communicative piece of technology that requires very
little underwater infrastructure, proving it to be practical and lexible [131].
One positive feature of this underwater network solution is the way in which handheld mobile devices can
function and operate freely in the underwater environment. Text messages and multimedia are irst delivered to
a gateway attached to the diver and then from the gateway to other nearby devices (such as a ship’s receiver)
while remaining underwater. It is this level of lexibility that makes Aqua-Fi such a unique proposed system
of communication. To achieve network lexibility, high bandwidth is necessary. Therefore, RF wireless links,
which are most efective in short ranges [9, 132], are implemented to connect the underwater mobile device to
the gateway strapped to the diver’s back. After receiving the RF signals, the main gateway relays the data to the
nearest receiver (connected to a ship) via laser or LED transceivers. After the ship’s receiver acquires the LED or
laser transmission, any terrestrial-based or satellite connection to the Internet can be used. The system overview
of Aqua-Fi is depicted in Fig. 5(a).
For this UWOC platform, the goal is to relay signals using both LEDs and lasers depending on the distance from
the ship’s receiver. In essence, if the gateway is less than or equal to ten meters away from the ship’s receiver,
LED transmission is ideal; otherwise, laser transmission is necessary in order for the visible light to reach the
receiver without sufering from excessive attenuation. With respect to the LED system in Aqua-Fi, it is built in
conjunction with a Raspberry Pi 3B. Regarding the software implemented with the Raspberry Pi, Point-to-Point
Protocol (PPP) is used to modulate on-of keying (OOK) for the optical signal, and the Raspberry Pi relays packets
from the PPP interface to the Ethernet Internet. The Aqua-Fi laser system is very similar to the LED system
although the LEDs are replaced with SN-LDM lasers. Although the laser system requires more power, it results
in a higher data rate of 1 Mbps as well as a wider range of travel, thus allowing Aqua-Fi to operate at greater
depths. Similar to the LED system, the laser system also employs OOK modulation for transmission. It has been
measured that under ideal conditions with multiple parallel streams or transmission, Aqui-Fi can reach a data
rate of 17 Mbps before experiencing packet loss. It was also measured that latency can range between 1 and 85.5
ms depending on how much stress the system is under.
In terms of limitations and drawbacks, one glaring issue is the need to manually adjust the receiver ampliier
to be nearly perfectly aligned. When this system is deployed in the ocean, natural and seemingly negligible
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turbulence can hinder the alignment of Aqua-Fi components. Another drawback has to do with the low data
rate considering that optics is known for its high data rates. Recent studies of maximum underwater optical data
rates have shown that rates can reach well into the order of gigabits per second [136]. The lackluster data rate is
likely due to the use of the Raspberry Pi since its primary use is not for data communication and transmission.
Rather, if the Raspberry Pi were replaced by an interface module dedicated to data transmission, such as an SFP
transceiver, data transmission for Aqua-Fi could see rates on the order of 109 instead of 106 .
5.2.2 OptoCOMM. OptoCOMM [133] is another underwater optical wireless modem designed for short-range
high-speed communication. OptoCOMM is claimed to be fully compatible and integrable with the LOON testbed
[137] of the SUNRISE platform [82, 138] located on the Gulf of La Spezia. It provides SUNRISE with a more
expansive toolkit for its users that stretches beyond just acoustic experimentation. The OptoCOMM project has
developed three types of modems to be integrated in the LOON testbed. One of the modems can be directly
anchored to the sealoor, meaning it would be connected to the LOON infrastructure itself. The second modem is
battery-powered and can be connected to an external device such as an Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) [139].
The third modem variation is meant to be mounted onto the eFolaga AUV that is already present in the LOON
testbed. The system overview of these three types of modems is shown in Fig. 5(b).
Various factors, such as the refractive index and attenuation coeicient, can limit the maximum transmission
range of underwater optical modems. Achieving a wide transmission range is even more diicult in the LOON
testbed because the La Spezia harbor is characterized by very turbid water with inconsistencies in turbulence and
salinity [133]. As a result, the efective range at which the OptoCOMM modem can transmit LED light cannot
exceed 10 meters in most conditions.
With respect to the design, OptoCOMM modems are optimized to be most eicient in shallow waters. Furthermore, in an attempt to reduce the manufacturing cost, only one Avalanche PhotoDiode (AVD) is used to make
the modem. Another helpful feature of the modem is an initial handshake phase that ensures that the receiver
is aligned correctly and that a secure connection to the LED transmitter is established. Regarding the modem
software, the modems are developed to be integrable with the SUNSET framework [140], as the framework acts
as the middle-ware between the optical modems and the LOON testbed infrastructure. Using TCP/IP protocol, the
user can access the modem’s status as well as set and retrieve settings via an Ethernet interface. This transmission
protocol was tested in a preliminary test [133], which deduced that data could be successfully transferred even
with underwater obstructions that caused contrasting data.
The concept of OptoCOMM is an extremely forward-thinking idea that can change the way in which underwater
ield-level testbeds and platforms operate. The OptoCOMM project has designed three relatively inexpensive
modems that can be used slightly diferently in the LOON testbed in the Gulf of Spezia. This provides the
researchers of the testbed a level of lexibility, in both optics and acoustics, that is rarely seen with sea-level
experimental platforms. OptoCOMM is still, however, a new piece of technology that can be improved. One of
the limitations of OptoCOMM is the limited efective transmission range of 10meter and an average bitrate of
10Mbps.
5.2.3 Performance modeling of optical modems. It is evident that UWOC devices, particularly modems, perform
diferently depending on various factors such as turbidity, transmitter alignment, and external background light.
The experimental endeavors in [141] attempt to model the performance of underwater optical modems by using
a database of modem performance igures in order to match the nature of real optical transmissions. This helps
to account for the fact that traditional propagation models, such as those inluenced by the Beer-Lambert Law
[142], do not perfectly model emission from LEDs or lasers.
The performance data and modeling that resulted from the experimentation is included in the DESERT underwater simulator [143, 144]. Data from underwater beam patterns helped the researchers in [141] to extrapolate
the necessary statistics. For instance, the beam pattern from the BlueComm 200 optical modem [145], was utilized
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to deine diferent bit rate levels for diferent depths in ideal water conditions. In [146, 147] the authors have
designed a high bandwidth wireless optical communication solution, named AquaOptical. In this project, the
authors have designed three types of modems; a long range system, a short range system, and a hybrid. This
communication system achieves a data rate of 1.2 Mbps at distances up to 30m in clear water, whereas in turbid
water (visibility estimated at 3m) it achieves 0.6 Mbps at distances up to 9m.
Given the BlueComm 200 and MIT AquaOptical models, researchers in [141] were able to create a 3D representation of maximum transmission range by calculating the inclination angles that exist between the transmitter
and receiver. It is important to note that these angles must be computed from both the transmitter and receiver’s
point of view, which also implies that the transmitter and receiver have their own respective rotation angles. The
coordinates of the transmitter and receiver are used to obtain normalized attenuation coeicients that are crucial
in modeling and simulating wave propagation and path loss. It has also been found that the diference in depth
between the transmitter and receiver is another parameter important to modeling the maximum transmission
range.
The researchers in [141] have taken an unorthodox approach to simulate UWOC devices in which a database
of modem performance is built rather than solely implementing analytical laws and models. These researchers
found that modeling based only on the Beer-Lambert Law is not suicient for accurately portraying optical wave
propagation, especially for LEDs and lasers. Additionally, the proposed model has been integrated with genuine
ield-level measurements, making it a lexible, expandable, and reliable modem. In terms of its implications for
future underwater optical platforms, this model has brought attention to many factors that are often ignored in
many simulators, such as outside ambient light and inclination angles from the point of view from the transmitter
and receiver.
5.2.4 Other experimental assessment of underwater light propagation. The researchers involved in [148] attempt
to investigate the behavior of light propagation in underwater environments. Ray tracing software as well as
a 1.2-long water tube were used to help replicate the propagation of light. To emulate the diferent types of
underwater environments (to replicate the clear ocean, coastal ocean, and turbid harbor), diferent amounts of
sand were added to the water tube; this leads to three types of water with diferent attenuation coeicients. Using
a laser as the source of light, the simulated software and experimental results were compared.
For the experimental setup, blue and green wavelengths were used since they are most appropriate for longdistance propagation underwater due to their lower absorption [149]. Within the water tube, an Nd:YAG laser
[150] is used to produce a 532 wavelength to propagate through the water at a peak power of about 2.15 × 105
W. Simulation is carried out using the Zemax-ray tracing software [151] which tries to replicate the receiving
telescope of the water tube and simulate the propagation of light. Each attenuation coeicient is considered
by the Zemax software to calculate the power-level of the laser beam once it reaches the receiving end. Using
the attenuation coeicient values, Zemax provides an illustration of the collected laser power by depicting the
irradiance [148]. For the least turbid water, the collected laser power corresponded to about 54.4% of the laser
source power. For the water with medium turbidity level, the collected power represented 31.4% of the source
power, and for the water with maximum level of turbidity, the receiver received 17.3% of the original laser source
power. Researchers also replicated highly turbid harbor water, which resulted in the Zemax software depicting
a collected laser power that was 0.45% of the transmitted power, indicating that the laser through the highly
turbid water had strongly attenuated. When comparing the experimental results to that of the Zemax-ray tracing
software results, received laser power values were almost identical.
With experimental and simulation results generally agreeing with each other, it can be stated that the Zemaxray tracing software has the ability to model and reproduce underwater light propagation in a very accurate
manner. Although the experimental setup may not be scalable for underwater platforms and testbeds, the Zemax
software has deinitely proven itself a more than viable and reliable option for underwater simulation and
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modeling. In other words, [148] has demonstrated that Zemax can be considered as a candidate for underwater
simulators, as its software could be integrated with other software-based simulators such as DESERT. Table 4
lists the existing modules/tools for conducting experimental underwater optical communication.

5.3

Robotic Simulation Platforms Relevant to Acoustics and Optics

One of the key aspects of underwater wireless networking is the placement and movement of underwater
infrastructure, devices, and vehicles/robots. As in free-space wireless networking, movement of the wireless nodes
in underwater medium also leads to diferent channel conditions that impact the quality of the communication
link. Hence, underwater networking studies have to the fundamentally correlated with underwater mobility
studies as the degrees of freedom of motion in underwater medium is not identical to over the air. Also, since
there are no clear pathways (e.g roadways, landmark routes and GPS assistance) the signal variations under
mobility is random with higher rate of changes. Hence, we also survey some of the works in mobility studies,
particularly through simulation tools, to model, characterize and potentially plan underwater mobility.
Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) are programmable tools on which both acoustic and optical modem
can be mounted. Therefore, platforms that are able to simulate AUVs and underwater robotic movements should be
considered relevant to the advancement of underwater acoustics and optics. This section analyzes said simulators
that can model AUVs and their movements.
5.3.1 UWSim. As an open-source project speciically designed for the simulation of underwater vehicles, UWSim
employs graphics and modeling engines such as OpenSceneGraph [155] and the Bullet physics engine [156, 157].
In essence, many of the software packages included in this simulator allow users to precisely model underwater
wireless sensor networks which, in turn, enables researchers to study their inluence on the movement and
general behavior of AUVs [158].
The Bullet physics engine in UWSim [158] provides precise collision detection between various shapes, meshes,
and rigid bodies. Moreover, robotic features, such as arms, tracks, and wings can be attached to the vehicle,
making UWSim a useful tool for a wide range of underwater robotic vehicles. These simulated robotics features
can emulate physical interaction with the outside environment. The simulator also has the ability to model
vehicle control and even simulate an AUV receiving data and sensor signals [159]. These signals include sonar,
acoustic signals, and optical signals from underwater modems. UWSim can also simulate a plethora of sensors,
such as pressure sensors, contact sensors, force sensors, and multibeam sensors [159].
In the recent introduction of UWSim’s extension, known as UWSim-Net [158], many software packages and
libraries were upgraded. For instance, UWSim-Net includes many NS-3 modules such as AquaSim [160] in order
to better model acoustic modems. This particular feature allows the user to reproduce the performance and
speciications of acoustic modems. On top of acoustic modem simulation, UWSim-Net contains generic models
of VLC modems that can be conigured in the simulation. The speciic behavior of the simulated modems is
deined by bitrate, intrinsic delta, jitter, and experimental measurements that can be inputted as parameters.
This provides the researchers with the most accurate representation of underwater modems. The user-deined
parameters can be speciied in an XML ile that UWSim-Net will interpret with ease.
Using UWSim in conjunction with UWSim-Net proves not only to be an efective way of simulating AUVs
but this combination also allows users to accurately simulate both acoustic and optical modems. The UWSimNet extension provides much more lexibility in terms of which underwater factors and components can be
parameterized. Furthermore, the extension software enables users to simulate packet loss, propagation delay, and
communication delay which are crucial factors when carrying out underwater experiments [158, 159].
5.3.2 MORSE. The Modular Open Robots Simulation Engine (MORSE) [161] is another lexible open-source
simulator created for the purpose of modeling robotic movements and 3-D environments. Maritime and underwater
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environments are included in MORSE’s available environments, making the simulator relevant for underwater
robotic visualization including but not limited to the modeling of AUVs. Similar to UWSim, MORSE is built upon
the Bullet physics engine, but it also incorporates the Blender Game Engine [162]. Blender allows MORSE to
better simulate three-dimensional movement and collisions among rigid bodies [161, 163] . Another advantage
that Blender provides is a very high level of detail of 3-D models. Efects such as texturing, shading, and lighting
are all at the user’s disposal because of the Blender engine. Blender also comes equipped with a dedicated Python
API that enables users to easily implement Python scripts and modules. Moreover, MORSE provides the user
with an interface for interacting with MOOS software [164] that was originally created for the modeling of
underwater autonomous robots. Therefore, MOOS can be seen as a type of middleware for which MORSE provides
an interface.
Another relevant feature of the MORSE software is its ability to utilize actuator components that allow the
coniguration of properties such as linear and angular velocity as well as robotic position [159, 161]. On top of
actuator coniguration, various sensor components are included namely collision sensors, battery sensors, laser
sensors, depth cameras, and odometry sensors. MORSE’s depth camera is similar to the UWSim depth camera;
however, MORSE is able to generate a 3-D image, which is an improvement when compared to UWSim’s 2-D
depth camera performance [159]. MORSE also allows users to create custom sensor components, providing a great
degree of lexibility for simulation. With respect to simulating an underwater environment, MORSE provides two
default underwater environments with which to experiment although it is possible for the user to create custom
environments. MORSE claims to have the computational power to simulate multiple robots in an environment
[159] , which implies that many AUVs, each with a diferent coniguration, can also be experimented.
5.3.3 Gazebo. Another popular open-source robotic simulator known as Gazebo [165] is particularly relevant
to acoustics and optics because of its versatility in which several physics engines such as Bullet and Simbody
[166] are supported. Moreover, many packages including the ROS (Robot Operating System) package already
come equipped with the simulator, and other third-party middleware can easily be incorporated with Gazebo. An
example of the integration of Gazebo and middleware can be seen in [167] where Gazebo was integrated with
the Robot Construction Kit (ROCK) software. The merging of these software packages have allowed researchers
to construct a real-time AUV simulation by using the ROCK GUI packages to facilitate the 3-D representation of
data models.
Gazebo ofers many types of sensors including multicamera coniguration, contact/collision sensors, and laser
scanners. These sensors, when used with the various built-in hydrodynamic plugins [168], can help simulate
an elaborate underwater environment. For instance, the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) [169] is a supported
feature of Gazebo that allows for ocean loor texture to be imported as terrain. When coupled with Gazebo’s
contact sensors, intricate simulation with the AUV and its environment can be conducted. An example of this
is introduced in [170] in which a set of third party packages including ROS applications and plugins allow
underwater vehicles to be simulated in Gazebo with more detail and control. The proposal is referred to as the
Unmanned Underwater Vehicle (UUV) Simulator. With AUVs being a speciic type of UUV, the UUV Simulator is
especially relevant to the progression of underwater acoustic and optical platforms. Thruster coniguration and
model-based feedback is also included although these particular features are more relevant to ROVs. Even so,
many ield-level testbeds such as SUNRISE and OtpoCOMM make use of ROVs for real-time experimentation.
Gazebo as a standalone platform may seem lackluster; however, since it is adaptable, versatile, and lexible to a
multitude of other plugins and packages, this platform proves to be an extensible tool for AUV simulation. One
apparent limitation, however, is that there are no simple ways in which to model acoustic or optical modems.
Unlike UWSim, which accommodates default modems for visualization, Gazebo does not provide a similar type
of feature as of now.
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Fig. 6. (a) Experimental setup for characterizing underwater VLC. The setup includes 19 liters of clear distilled water in a 2t
depth fish-tank with 23inches of water medium. Variation of path loss with diferent (b) temperature, (c) salinity level, and
(d) turbidity (measured as a function of visibility). Note that we have define the loss function (Y axis) as the ratio of transmit
power to receive power.

5.4

Understanding the underwater VLC characteristic through measurements

In this section we present a preliminary measurements of underwater VLC characteristics; the experiments
were conducted at MORSE Studio lab at Georgia State University [171]. A blue LED transmitter controlled by
a function generator is used as a transmitter, whereas a matched photodiode is used as a receiver that records
the analog power value on an oscilloscope. The experiment is conducted inside a 19 liters ish-tank as shown in
Fig. 6(a).
Fig. 6(b)-(d) show the VLC path loss with the variation of temperature, salinity and turbidity. We can observe
that the path loss increases as the salinity increases. This is because, the visibility decreases with increased salinity
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as the water becomes more foggy and thus inducing more scattering and loss of signal power. The variation in
signal strength with temperature is less pronounced. Our hypothesis for higher loss at high temperature is that,
at higher temperature there is more molecular movement, thus requiring energy absorption from the optical
beam. The absorption is lesser at lower temperature as the density is higher and the molecules are less mobile
(activated). The loss of signal intensity with lower visibility is due to the higher scattering and thus loss of signal
power when more particulates are dissolved/colluded in the water medium.

5.5

Future Research Challenges

Underwater optical wireless communication, particularly using VLC, is relatively a new concept when compared
with traditional underwater acoustic communication. However, the unique characteristics of VLC such as
directional and thus less interceptible communication, possibility of long range with low latency (speed-of-light
propagation) and of-the-shelf emitter and receptor components availability, make it a forefront runner for nextgeneration underwater networking. However, as any technology adoption requires extensive experimentation and
testing, the key limitation in underwater VLC is the dearth of experimental platforms/infrastructure to conduct
UWOC experiments. As can be inferred from the survey works in UWOC [172], there is a signiicant diference
in the amount of theoretical works versus experimentation in UWOC. This is attributed to the challenges in
setting up experimentation platforms for UWOC as there is no set standard that can be easily replicated and thus
prototyped and produced. This also creates a bottleneck for research as it limits repeatability and thus making
testing and replication of theoretical models and bounds infeasible.
Addressing these challenges calls for innovative approaches such as crowd-sourcing data from experiments
conducted by independent research groups. This means that the community must be ready to share and open
datasets that can be tested by other research groups and collaboratively improve model designs and infrastructure
prototyping. VLC can also be combined with acoustic communication in a way to leverage the best of both worlds.
In particular, the high-speed short range VLC links can be complemented by long-range reliable acoustic links
for improving idelity of underwater networking applications and potentially motivate new use-cases. While
such ideas of hybrid underwater communication have been approached before (see Table 5), the dependency on
FSO using lasers limits the use-cases due to high-cost and form-factors of the experimentation platforms.

6 MAGNETIC INDUCTION BASED UNDERWATER COMMUNICATIONS
Another promising technology that is being studied recently is MI-based communication using induction rather
than radiation, which reduces the impact of water conductivity. In the near ield, the absorption loss caused
by water conductivity is signiicantly reduced since the ield does not propagate. If the desired communication
range is d, we can choose the operating frequency to let d/λ ≪ 1, where λ is the wavelength in water. Therefore,
lower frequencies are used to obtain a long communication range using MI-based communication. Currently,
the range of MI-based communication varies from several centimeters to hundreds of meters depending on the
coil size, frequency, and transmission power. Note that, the major diferences between the RF radiation-based
communication and the MI-based communication are the distance and antenna. MI-based communication uses
the near ield and coil antenna. This section proceeds as follows. We irst introduce the main focus of this
section that is diferent from existing surveys in section 6.1. Then, we show the special signal propagation
paths of MI-based communication signals in section 6.2. After that, we present the networking technologies for
underwater applications using MI-based communications 6.3. We also compare existing testbeds and the known
communication performance in section 6.4. We also provide an experimental measure study on underwater
MI communication in section 6.5. In the end, we discuss the open research problems and potential solutions in
section 6.6.
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Fig. 7. Illustration of MI-based communication signal propagation paths in shallow underwater and deep underwater. In the
deep underwater environment, the reflected path and the lateral wave are neglected.

6.1

Existing Surveys

MI-based underwater communication channel models, antenna design, antenna array, system implementation,
range and reliability improvement, and capacity enhancement have been surveyed in [6, 8, 179, 180]. Also,
MI-based wireless communication is used in underground and related surveys are provided in [181ś184]. This
section is diferent from existing surveys from the following aspects. First, most of existing surveys focus on
deep underwater communication, while we pay attention to both shallow and deep underwater environments. In
shallow underwater environment, the water surface changes the signal propagation path. Although relections
from the water surface can be easily modeled, the propagation of lateral wave is complex which demands special
attention. Second, wireless underwater sensor networks using MI-based communication have not been fully
established and there are limited works. In this section, we review the networking technologies using MI-based
underwater communication. Third, there is a lack of comprehensive comparison of state-of-the-art empirical
study of MI-based underwater communication to understand the successful designs. In this section, we compare
existing reported testbeds and results.

6.2

Underwater Signal Propagation for magnetic communication

Most of existing MI-based underwater communications consider a homogeneous underwater environment which
is equivalent to the deep underwater environment where the impact of the water surface can be neglected.
However, the water surface plays an important role in changing the signal propagation behavior in underwater.
Here, we divide the MI-based underwater communication into two environments, namely the deep underwater
and shallow underwater.
As shown in Fig. 7, the deep underwater is dominated by the direct path. Since MI-based underwater communication using low frequency which has a strong penetration eiciency, the scatters and relectors in the vicinity of
the transmitter and receiver can be neglected. The direct path channel is simple which is only determined by coil
conigurations, distance, and water dielectric parameters [6, 8, 179, 180]. In the shallow underwater environment,
the MI-based communication signals propagate primarily in three paths, namely, the direct path, the relected
path, and the lateral wave in the air [185ś187]. The lateral wave is due to the dielectric parameter diference
between the air and the water. The relative permittivity of water is 81 times larger than that of the air. Also,
considering the large conductivity of sea water, the diference of complex permittivity is also signiicant. The
lateral wave propagates in the air which experiences less propagation loss. In this way, the communication range
can be extended. However, as the depth increases, the MI-based communication signals attenuate signiicantly
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Fig. 8. Received power using tri-axis transceivers with a transmission power of 10 dBm. The transmiter and receiver depths
are represented by d 1 and d 2 , respectively.

before they get to the water surface. As a result, the lateral wave becomes negligible. Only if the depths of the
transmitter and receiver are much smaller than their distance, the lateral wave can play an important role. The
rough water surface can also change the signal propagation signiicantly and analytical models are provided in
[188].
The received signal power can be modeled using the following two models. First, in the deep underwater
environment, the received signal power can be approximated by
P t Cd
Pr ≈ 6 e −2α r
(13)
r
where α is the attenuation factor which is given in (1), Cd is a constant that is determined by the coniguration
of coil antenna, r is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver, and Pt is the transmission power.
It should be noted that when the signal carrier frequency is low and r is much smaller than the wavelength,
the water conductivity can be neglected and the exponential term can be considered as 1. The relected path
can be neglected since it has a longer distance than the direct path and thus the signal attenuates much more
signiicantly in lossy underwater environments. The shallow underwater channel is more complex mainly due to
the lateral wave that propagates in the air and does not experience attenuation loss. To consider the impact of
the lateral wave, the distance between the transmitter and the receiver should be much larger than the sum of
their depths.
An example of the received power using tri-axis coil with the channel model in the [189] is shown in Fig. 8.
The transmission power is 10 dBm. The depth of the transmitter (d 1 ) and receiver (d 2 ) are 2 m and 1 m, and 1
m and 0.5 m, respectively. The water conductivity is 0.5 S/m. The operating frequency is 1 MHz. The coil has a
radius of 15 cm and number of turns of 10. As shown in the igure, in the irst 5 m, the received power decreases
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very fast with more than 60 dB/decade. This is due to the attenuation loss in the water and the near ield fast
fall-of. As the distance increases, the lateral wave plays an important role and therefore the signal attenuates
much slower.

6.3

Underwater Networking using Magnetic Induction Communications

Due to the limited communication range, underwater sensor networks using MI-based communication requires
special networking technologies. In [4, 190], the magnetic waveguide is proposed to build a large scale underwater
sensor network. Sensors are deployed in a periodic pattern, such as cubes, to maintain the eiciency of magnetic
waveguide. Such a periodic structure can form a virtual wire that connect the source and destination. Although
magnetic waveguide can extend the communication range, it requires scheduling and precise location of each
sensor or passive relay, which is diicult to achieve in dynamic underwater environment.
In [191], the MI-based underwater communication is used to synchronize underwater sensors or robots to
coordinate their data transmission using acoustic communication. Underwater sensors and robots use short-range
acoustic communications or MI-based communications to exchange information and coordinate their motion,
while they use long-range acoustic communications with beamforming to send data to sinks that are far from
them. The distributed MIMO system using acoustic communication requires precise synchronization among
sensors or robots. Since the acoustic communication has a long delay and the channel experiences multipath
fading which is not reliable, MI-based underwater communication is used to send control and synchronization
signals. In [189], the MI-based underwater communication is adopted for swarm robotics. Underwater robots
uses short-range communication to coordinate their motion to move towards their destinations. Their motion
can ensure network connectivity.

6.4

Testbeds and Experiments

For kHz frequency band, a communication system using tri-axis coils is presented in [192]. The frequency is from
250 Hz to 10 kHz. The range is from 1 m to 5 m. It shows that using higher frequency, such as 10 kHz can achieve
longer range than that using 250 Hz. The high carrier frequency ofers strong magnetic coupling. Due to the
limitation of the hardware, i.e., MCC-DAQs’ USB-3101FS data acquisition card and TI’s TAS5630 300-W Class-D
audio power ampliier (maximum frequency 10 kHz), carrier frequencies higher than 10 kHz are not discussed.
The receiver uses a LT1167 low-noise ampliier. An interesting observation is that the noise level decreases as
the frequency increases from 250 Hz to 10 kHz, which shows that in the underwater environment the noise is
frequency dependent at such a low frequency band. The tri-axis coil’s reliability is also tested and it is robust to
angle misalignment.
In [193], high-sensitive wideband low-noise anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) magnetic ield sensors are
used as receivers. AMR sensors are widely used and can be easily adapted for MI-based communication. In [193],
100 kHz is used as the carrier frequency. By using small transmit (TX) coils with radius 1.6 cm, a communication
range of 0.8 m can be obtained in real sea water.
In [194], a communication system using tri-axis coils and 125 kHz carrier frequency is presented. The ATA5276
transmitter and AS3933 receiver are employed to design the signal processing units. Results show that the
MI-based communication can achieve low-power consumption, and the sensor node can survive as long as 28
years. The communication range measured in a swimming pool can be around 50 m.
A software-deined radio for MI-based communication is developed in [195]. The USRP X310 is used to obtain
fully reconigurable communication systems. The software implementation is performed in MATLAB. Although
the coil size is comparable to the one in [194], due to the limited space in a water tank, the communication range
is shorter. This paper developed a complete communication system and the achievable data rate is 24 kbps.
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Fig. 9. Experimental setup using ANT-1356M coils and a water tank with dimension: length 0.9 m, width 0.3 m, and height
0.3 m.

For MHz frequency band, [196] presents both in-lab and outdoor measurements. Matched loop antennas are
used. It should be noted that sea water changes antenna impedance. Perfectly matched antenna in the air may
not be matched in sea water. In-lab measurements are collected in a water tank where the transceivers are placed
1 m apart. A wide frequency range from 1 MHz to 66 MHz are used. Surprisingly, the diference of the received
power of using 1 MHz and using 66 MHz is around 20 dBm, which is not signiicant considering the exponential
loss in sea water. This shows that higher frequency may be used in sea water. More trials were undertaken in real
sea water environment. The results show that the communication range can be longer than 50 m using 1 MHz
carrier frequency in sea water. In [196], the near ield loss and far ield attenuation losses are compared, and it
shows that the near ield loss is much higher than the far ield attenuation loss. In the far ield, the major loss
is the difraction loss rather than the attenuation loss. In the near ield, due to the proximity to the electrodes,
conduction currents exist and the loss is higher, while in the far ield the impact of the electrodes is small, the
attenuation loss is negligible. The measurement in [197] also demonstrates a long communication range of 90
m using 5 MHz carrier frequency. The antenna is the same as the one used in [196]. Considering the shallow
underwater environment, the lateral wave may play an important role in achieving the long communication
range.
A prototype using of-the-shelf radios and microcontrollers is developed in [198]. The Freelinc boards plus
EMBware development boards are used as transceivers. Tri-axis coils with operating frequency 13.56 MHz are
adopted. The Freelinc transmitter board is equipped with 3-axis magnetic coils; two of these three coils are
wrapped around a ferrite-core whereas the third one is an air-core coil. The ferrite-core coils have a diameter of
< 5 mm with 9 turns, whereas the air-core one is an ∼46 mm × 66 mm rectangular coil. The Freelinc receiver
board is only equipped with an air-core rectangular coil. The transceivers were placed in water tank to test the
communication performance. With this coil dimensions, the authors have reported that the communication range
in water is about 2 to 3 m.
Besides the above testbeds, there are also some other commercial products based on MI communication that
can be used for wireless underwater communication such as [199] [200]. The detailed information of existing
MI-based underwater communication testbeds are given in Table 6.

6.5

Understanding the underwater MI communication characteristic through measurements

We now show a proof-of-concept underwater MI communication system. We use ANT-1356M coil antennas,
as shown in Fig. 9. The coil has a diameter of 6.5 cm. The number of turns is 2. Also, the coil wire is not thick
and thus the coil shape is not a perfect circle. A water tank is used with dimension of length 0.9 m, width 0.3 m,
and height 0.3 m, as shown in Fig. 9. The tank is illed with normal tap water. The transmit coil is connected
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Fig. 10. Received voltage in the receiving coil. The above water and underwater are 5 cm above and under the water surface,
respectively.

to a function generator with 10 Vpp sine output at 13.56 MHz and the receiver is connected to an oscilloscope
to measure the peak-to-peak received voltages. First, we place both the transmit and receive coils above the
water surface with a height of 5 cm. Then, we place both of them under the water surface with a depth of 5 cm.
For each of the case, we measure 3 times and show the mean and variance in Fig. 10. The measured range is
40 cm. Due to the small coil size and number of turns, the coupling between the two coils is weak. This can be
improved by using larger coils with more number of turns. As we can see from Fig. 10, the measurements at
each distance have small variances which shows the high reliability of the MI communication channel. Also, the
diferences between the two cases is less than one order of magnitude, which shows that the water surface and
water medium did not signiicantly attenuate magnetic signals.

6.6

Future Research Challenges

Although MI-based underwater communication has been extensively studied and we have a good understanding
of the fundamental mechanism, there are still a few challenges unsolved or not efectively solved, such as the
short communication range, low data rate etc.
6.6.1 Communication ranges and data rates. MI-based underwater communication range is dependent on the
coil coniguration, carrier frequency, and transmission power. Most of underwater sensors and robots are batterypowered which have limited power and space. Reducing carrier frequency is efective in reducing propagation
losses, but it also reduces the coupling between coils and the communication bandwidth. Thus, it is not trivial
to obtain long-range MI-based underwater communications. For shallow underwater, due to the existence of
lateral waves, the magnetic ield propagation experiences less loss compared with the deep underwater case.
We may leverage this property for long-range underwater applications. For deep underwater communication,
acoustic communication is more suitable for long-range applications. Since MI-based underwater communication
uses low frequency bands to obtain a reasonable communication range, the bandwidth is narrow. With a narrow
bandwidth, it is challenging to achieve high-speed communication. To address this issue, advanced signal
processing techniques can be leveraged, such as multiple-antenna systems and multicarrier modulations.
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6.6.2 Hybrid system design. There is no single technology that can achieve long-range, high-speed, and reliable
underwater communications. Thus, the hybrid system will be a promising solution which leverages the advantages
of existing solutions. For MI-based underwater communication, its major advantages compared with acoustic
communication and optical communication include low delay, onmi-directional propagation characteristics
(compared with directional optical communication), and high penetration-eiciency in extreme environments.
Although these properties have been well understood, it is still not clear at which situation we need to switch
the communication mode to MI-based underwater communication. The fundamental analysis of a hybrid communication system, such as the RF and free-space optical communication in terrestrial environment [201], may
provide guidelines to address this issue.

7 COMPARISON AND TRADEOFF BETWEEN DIFFERENT TECHNOLOGIES
7.1 Comparison of RF, acoustic, optical and MI Communications
In this section we compare the various communication technologies for UWSNs along with their pros and
cons. The most mature technology is of course RF communication, however, the penetration decreases with
increasing frequency. This makes lower frequency more attractive, however, the communication bandwidth
decreases signiicantly. For example, by using a modiied of-the-shelf wireless Ethernet (802.11b) radios, the
authors in [202] were able to achieve a transfer rate of 10 Mbps in sea water with a 2.5 cm antenna separation.
The Wireless for Subsea (WFS) Seatooth S100 modem provides a datarate of 2400 kbaud with an operation range
of 1.5 m through seawater [203]. Similarly S200 supports a datarate of 100 bps with a range of 15-40 m, whereas
S300 provides a datarate of 156 kbps with a range of 2-10 m in seawater [204].
Acoustic signals are less afected in aqueous medium and is therefore more suitable for underwater communication that RF. Acoustic communication experiences low attenuation at low frequencies, however, the achievable
bandwidth will be lower at this frequency range. In addition to that, the speed of sound is also much lesser than
electromagnetic signals and therefore sufers from low propagation delay, multipath efects and inter-symbol
interference. All these severely limits the achievable datarate of acoustic communication. For example, Teledyne
Benthos Underwater Acoustic Modems can transmit up to 15 kbps over a distance of 6 km in LF/MF band, and 2
km in C-band [210]. On the other hand, EvoLogics S2CR 7/17 modem supports a data rate up to 6.9 kbps over
a range of 8 km [206], whereas S2C R 18/34 modem ofers data transfer rates up to 13.9 kbps over a 3.5 km
range [215]. AQUATEC AQUAmodem 500 ofers a data rate of 25-100bps over a range of 250 m [208], whereas
AQUAmodem 1000 ofers 300 bps-2 kbps up to a range of 20 km [209]. MATS 3G underwater acoustic modem
ofers a data rate of 20-200 bps up to 15 km at 12 kHz, and 20-300 bps up to 5 km at 34 kHz [213]. The WHOI
Micro-Modem operating at 900 Hz provides a data rate of few bits per second over a distance of 400 km [216].
HERMES is a high-speed, high-frequency acoustic modem that can transmit an uncompressed, high-resolution
400000 bit sonar image in 4.6 seconds, and can operate up to a range of 120 m [217].
Optical communication of 430ś790 THz band has better penetration ability than RF is suitable for ranges of few
tens of meters. The technology can provide higher bandwidth as compared to RF, and has a lower propagation
delay as compared to acoustics. The BlueComm 100 modem can achieve a data rate of 1-5 Mbps up to a range of 15
m [152]. On the other hand, BlueComm 200 ofers a datarate of 2.5-10 Mbps up to a range of 150 m [153], whereas
BlueComm 5000 achieves a datarate of 500 Mbps over a shorter distance up to 7 m [211]. Another commercial
underwater optical modem is AQUAmodem Op2 which achieves a data rate of 80 kbps with a range of 1 m [212].
In [214] the authors have experimented an optical modem that achieve a datarate of 10 Mbps over a distance of
10-11 m.
Magnetic induction or resonance-based communication range and data rate highly depends on the coil size,
wire gauge, and number of turns. Also, fresh/lake water with low conductivity allow higher data rate and longer
communication ranges than sea water. The communication range of most widely used magnetic coil with radius
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around 10 cm is about 10 m, such as [192]. The data rate ranges from 1 kbps to 100 kbps. Compared with the
acoustic communication, MI communication has a short communication range, but it demonstrates low delay
and a reliable channel. Compared with the optical communication, MI communication has a low data rate, but it
is robust in dirty water and omnidirectional in terms of directivity.
Table 7 summarizes the comparison of diferent wireless technologies for UWSNs. From the above analysis we
can conclude that there is not a best technology for all working conditions; but given the application requirements
in terms of datarate and range, there can be a technology that best suits that speciic conditions. In general,
multimodal communication systems where multiple transmission technologies are combined together, can provide
signiicant beneits to the communication, as the system can switch the transmission device according to the
observed channel conditions.

7.2

Suitability of the wireless technologies for various sensing applications

In this section, we discuss the suitability of diferent wireless technologies in diferent underwater applications.
Such an analysis can provide a guideline to the WSN community regarding speciic usage of these technologies.
Fig. 11 and Table 8 summarize the tradeof between data rate and communication range corresponding to diferent
wireless technologies. As mentioned earlier, RF signals are badly absorbed in underwater medium; even if a
reasonable level of range is achieved in VLF and ELF bands, the datarate falls short to make it applicable in any
realistic scenario.
Acoustic and optical/VLC communication are suitable for long distance underwater applications. Acoustic
communication works well upto several kilometers in lower frequency bands; however the datarate remains quite
low (i.e. 20 bps to 15 kpbs). At the same time the power consumption for acoustic communication is also high.
Therefore, the technology can be useful for low datarate applications, such as continuous monitoring scenarios
(i.e. marine life monitoring or climate monitoring applications). However, the technology is not well suited for
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applications that require video/audio information, such as underwater disaster monitoring applications that
occasionally require video transmissions. On the other hand, optical communication technologies also provide
descent transmission range (i.e. 10-150 m). Although this range is lower as compared to acoustic, the optical
technology can support signiicantly higher datarate (i.e. 1-100 Mbps). Therefore, optical transceivers can be very
well suited for high datarate underwater communication (i.e. video).
MI communication demonstrates shorter transmission range as compared to acoustic and optics; however the
power consumption typically remains small. Although the range can be extended by using low frequency and
larger coils; the transmission range cannot be extended more than few tens of meters. Therefore, this technology
is suitable for habitat monitoring applications (i.e. isheries management) within a conined or targeted region.
Also as the technology consumes very low power, this is suitable for prolonged monitoring applications.
The above analysis provide some key insights to the sensor network community and engineers about the
suitability of various technology for diferent underwater applications. Along with that the engineers can also
get crucial insights about the sensor deployment strategies, along with their numbers and densities, depending
on the applications and chosen technology. For example in case of acoustic and optical communication, the range
is quite high; therefore a sparse deployment is suicient, whereas in case of MI communication the range is quite
limited, which requires dense sensor deployment.

7.3

Possibilities of multimodal underwater networks

As mentioned earlier, diferent wireless technologies have their respective advantages and limitations; therefore
a promising line of research is to explore the feasibility of multimodal communication systems. A multimodal
system [113] is able to optimally select the best performing technology to establish a communication link between
two nodes in certain channel conditions can provide signiicant beneits. In addition to that the MAC [105] and
routing [104] layer protocols need to be designed taking into account the availability of diferent technologies;
while achieving a higher network throughput and a lower end-to-end packet delivery delay than the ones that
can be obtained with single technology underwater networks. Several applications can be enabled by such system.
For example in [224ś226] authors proved how the use of acoustic and optical communication in a scenario where
an AUV patrols an area to collect data from submerged sensors can use acoustic do identify the nodes’ position,
and switch to optical communication as soon as it approaches the nodes to download a large amount of data in
a very short amount of time (Fig. 12(a)), reducing the time and the power consumption required to download
the data via single mode acoustic communication. In the framework of multimodal network we can consider
not only networks with diferent communication technologies, but also networks that uses diferent types of
modems with diferent frequencies. For instance, in [99] the authors proved that an underwater acoustic network
equipped with both low rate medium frequency low cost acoustic modems and sophisticated high rate high
frequency acoustic modems can entails a signiicant improvement in the overall network throughput in a data
muling scenario. In addition, the whole EDA SALSA [93] project is base on an adaptive acoustic network, whose
nodes can decide to switch not only between diferent communication modulation and coding schemes, but also
between LF and HF acoustic modems.
Another application that has been widely inspected by many research institutes and of-shore companies is
the possibility to deploy a wireless remotely controlled ROV [106, 227, 228] (Fig. 12(b)). Both simulation and ield
tests proved that optical communication can provide, when in range, a datarate high enough to pilot the ROV
with performance akin to the one experienced with the umbilical cable, however an acoustic backup link must
be used to keep the connection between control station and vehicle in the case the optical link gets disrupted
due to, for instance, presence of obstacles that interrupts the line of sight. In this scenario, in [106] the authors
considered both the use of HF and LF acoustic modems, in order to be able to still convey high quality images via
acoustic HF when the optical modem is out of range and distance between ROV and control station is less than
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Fig. 12. Most representative applications of underwater multimodal networks: data retrieval from submerged sensors (a)
and remote control for underwater vehicles (b). In this figure, AC and OPT denote acoustic and optical communication
respectively, whereas LF and HF denote low-frequency and high-frequency acoustic communication respectively.

300 m, and keep only information on the ROV status when the vehicle is moving in an area far away from the
control station, performing an autonomous mission and hence behaving like an AUV. This behavior is typical of
resident ROVs deployed in Oil and Gas ields, that often travel for a few kilometers in autonomous way before to
reach the area of interest for the pipeline inspection.
An interesting aspect when talking about multimodal network is deciding when to switch between one
technology to another. Reactive [229] and proactive [226] approaches have been investigated by researchers. The
former requires the probe of all available channels every time a link gets disrupted to select the best performing
one in range; the latter performs a prediction based on the received signal of which available channel will provide
the best performance, trying to estimate the quality of all channels available from the observations performed to
only one of them (e.g., the last one observed, i.e., the channel currently used for the communication) [72]. While a
reactive approach ensures to select the best channel available in that precise moment, a proactive approach allows
to foreseen channel disruption and limit their efect by switching channel before any disruption occurs. In the
last ive years many multimodal architectures have been presented by diferent research institutes [114, 218, 224ś
226, 230], indicating a substantial amount of research possibilities in this direction.

8 CONCLUSION
Like terrestrial wireless sensor networks, UWSNs ind various applications that require both continuous (i.e.
marine habitat or climate monitoring) as well as event driven monitoring (i.e. underwater pipeline or disaster
monitoring). However, as opposed to the above-ground, terrestrial communication, exploring robust communication is quite challenging in marine environments due to the high conductivity of the water medium, along
with other underwater factors like attenuation, relection, scattering, multipath efects etc. This paper provides
a comprehensive study of various facets of underwater propagation, along with the strengths and limitations
of underwater wireless communication technologies. To be more speciic, this article summaries four diferent
communication technologies for UWSNs, namely radio communication, acoustics, magnetic and VLC. Among
these technologies, the radio communication experiences high signal absorption, whereas acoustics provides
long-range communication with long signal delay. Magnetic and VLC appears as other two promising technologies for providing high data rate underwater communication. The article also demonstrates various underwater
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propagation characteristics on these technologies through detailed experimental studies. Through detailed comparison, we can conclude that no single technology can ofer a win-win outcome in all environments, which
stems the motivation for designing multimodel solutions. We hope that such a well-structured research summary
will spur researchers to further examine and overcome the communication issues for reliable UWSNs.
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Table 2. Representative Studies of Underwater Acoustic Communication
Types

Key Points

Analytical channel model

• low complexity;
• accounts for channel geometry
and acoustic noise;
• sometime very speciic for some
areas (e.g., shallow water, warm water, etc);
• do not take into account for
bathymetry and sediments compositions.

Representative
Works
Thiele [61]
Stojanovic
extension
of
Urick/Thorp [60]
Chitre [62]

Roger [67, 73]

Ray tracing based
channel model

Underwater network simulators
and emulators

Underwater network test-beds
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• accounts for channel geometry
and acoustic noise;
• very accurate: they predict the
propagation behavior given the
channel proprieties;
• they take into account for
bathymetry, ssp and sediments
compositions;
• computationally expensive.

Bellhop [66]

• able to simulate large networks
accounting for signal interference,
propagation loss and propagation
delay ;
• provide good scalability to simulate a large number of nodes;
• some of them include a ray tracing model;
• some frameworks are totally opensource [74ś78], others provide a
free version for basic operations and
an advance version for which you
need to pay [79, 80].
• provide the possibility to perform
sea tests of underwater networks;
• long term deployed test-bed;
• accessible to the scientiic community upon request and/or speciic
agreement

Aquasim
[77],
UAN [75]
ASUNA [76]

RAYLAB [64]

SIPSI/MOCASSIN
and
MOCMULTI [65]

WOSS [78]

DESERT
[74],
SUNSET [79]
UNETstack [80]
LOON [81]

SUNRISE Testbed
Federation [82]

Details
One path propagation model validated in the
Baltic and North sea.
General model that takes into account channel geometry, colored noise and attenuation.
It also takes into account secondary paths.
Propagation model validated in the Singapore sea, taking into account multipath
and acoustic noise also caused by snapping
shrimps.
Considers an approximation of the ssp in
shallow waters and accounts for power
losses afecting the components of the sound
ield that bounce of the bottom one or multiple times. It provides a good accordance
between simulations and at-sea experiments
in shallow water scenarios.
The mostly used ray tracer to date, integrated
in many network simulators, it takes into account ssp, bathymetry, sediments composition, transducer geometry and surface waves
evolution.
Considers sound speed proile and sediments
composition of the sealoor. Some simpliications entail a lower complexity than other
ray tracers.
Very accurate models for the Baltic sea. In
the case the environment is not represented
accurately, the model may yield to unsatisfactory results.
ns-3 based simulators.
Matlab framework to simulate networks
with link quality evolution based on real ield
measurements.
ns-3 and ns-2 miracle based simulator to include realistic acoustic propagation modeling (e.g., the Bellhop ray tracer). It can be
integrated to UAN, DESERT and SUNSET
ns-2 miracle based simulators and emulators
with capability of real ield experimentation.
Java and Julia framework to simulate and test
software deined modems and networks.
Littoral testbed equipped with modems of
diferent manufactures and capability of retrieve raw channel measurements.
Federation composed by 5 testbeds with
static and mobile nodes for experimenting
acoustic networks and navigation systems.
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Table 3. Acoustic communications advantages and disadvantages
Advantages

Disadvantages

Long range (up to 30 km)

Low rate (up to 10s of kbps)

Robust in deep water vertical links

Poor in shallow water horizontal
links

No need for line of sight

Strongly afected by multipath

Availability of good channel models
and network simulators for simulation purposes

Afected by acoustic noise

Can be combined with ranging and
positioning devices

Can interfere with other manufactures’ positioning devices and
sonars

Several products available in the
market

Afected by sound speed gradient
and nodes’ mobility (Doppler)

High latency
May impact marine life

Table 4. Summary of existing experimental underwater optical communication systems
System Setup/Reference
AquaFi [131]

OptoComm[133]

BlueComm 100 [152]

BlueComm 200 [153]

BlueComm 200UV [154]

BlueComm 5000 [145]

Key Features
• lexible, low-cost, and low-power underwater network solution
• provides internet connectivity in static water environment
• limited range of communication
• compatible with existing acoustic modems
• 10m range in shallow medium/high turbidity harbour waters
• provides 10 Mb/s transmission rate
• performs well in any ambient light condition
• smaller size; 1-15m communication range
• provides three data rates (1.25, 2.5 & 5 Mb/s) in diferent settings
• hemispherical shape enables communication link in multiple directions
• long range optical modem (up to 150m)
• TDMA to provide a bi-directional high speed low latency link
• sufers with ambient lighting
• provides data rates up to 10Mb/s
• operates in UV spectrum with a visible spectrum ilter
• maximum range of 80m
• data rates up to 10Mb/s
• can be mounted on an AUV (Autonomous underwater vehicle)
• provide 600Mb/s (upload) & 200Mb/s (download) data rates
• smaller range of communication (up to 7m); Depth ratings to 4,000m
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Table 5. Summary of existing experimental hybrid underwater communication systems
Reference

System Design

Fitzpatrick et al. [173]

Sonar + Laser

Moriconi et al. [174]

Acoustic + FSO

Chowdhury et al. [175]

RF + FSO

Vasilescu et al. [176]

RF + Acoustic + FSO

Farr et al. [177, 178]

Acoustic + FSO

Scope of Work
• scalable airborne imaging system of underwater
• robust system in deep and turbid waters
• tested in controlled and known water environments
• reliable (communication link) system design
• improve data rates and stable connectivity in diferent water
conditions
• Multi hop system design and maximizing system throughput
• water environment sensing and real time data transmission
• high power and data transmission eiciency
• both sensing and communication
• consists of multiple sensor nodes called AquaNodes
• TDMA and self-synchronization techniques are implemented in
each node
• lower data rates but higher communication range
• high speed data transmission and see loor monitoring system
• used sealoor-based relay

Table 6. Summary of existing experimental MI-based underwater communication systems
Ref.

Frequency

Coil
size
26 turns,
6.25 cm
radius
26 turns,
6.25 cm
radius
1 turn

Ravindran et al. [192]

10 kHz

Ravindran et al. [192]

3 kHz

Al-Shamma’a et al. [196]

1 to 66 MHz

Al-Shamma’a et al. [196]

1 MHz

Shaw et al.[197]

5 MHz

Hott et al. [193]

100 kHz

Ahmed et al. [194]

125 kHz

Wei et al. [195]

113 kHz

Gulati et al. [198]

13.56 MHz
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Coil type

Range

Data rate

tri-axis coil

5m

10 kbps

sea water tank,
coil depth 2.8 m

tri-axis coil

10 m

1 kbps

sea water tank,
coil depth 2.8 m

loop antenna

1m

-

1 turn

loop antenna

60 m

-

1 turn

loop antenna

90 m

500 kbps

single coil

0.8 m

21.64 kbps

sea water tank,
coil depth 0.5 m to
1.5 m
sea water , coil
depth 2 to 3 m
sea water , coil
depth 1.5 m
sea water

tri-axis coil

50 m

-

single coil

0.81 m

24 kbps

water tank

tri-axis coil

2-3 m

-

water tank

TX:10
turns,
1.6 cm
radius
29 turns,
0.11 m
radius
25 turns,
0.1 m radius
9 turns,
<0.025
m radius

Environment

swimming pool
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Table 7. Comparison of diferent underwater communication technologies
Standard

RF
1 Hz-2.485 GHz [205]

Acoustic
7-17 kHz [206]
27-31 kHz [208]
7.5-12 kHz [209]

Optical
430ś790 THz

Magnetic
13.5 MHz [207]
3kHz, 10kHz [192]

10 Mbps [202]
2400 kbaud [203]
100 bps [204]
150 kbps [203]

1-5 Mbps [152]
2.5-10 Mbps [153]
500 Mbps [211]
80 kbps [212]
10 Mbps [214]

1 kbps - 10kbps [192]

15 m [152]
150 m [153]
7 m [211]
1 m [212]
10-11 m [214]

2-3 m (@13.5 MHz) [198]
5-10m [192]
0.81 m [195]

0.6 W [203]

15 kbps [210]
6.9 kbps [206]
25-100 bps [208]
300 bps-2 kbps [209]
20-300 bps [213]
13.9 kbps [215]
6 km [210]
8 km [206]
250 m [208]
20 km [209]
5-15 km [213]
3.5 km [215]
3-45 W [206]

10ś30 W [152]

1.35 mA [200]

16 W [204]
660 mA (@ 24 Vdc) [203]

20 W [209]
75 W [213]

10 W [153]

18 mA (FreeLinc) [207]
1.25 mW [195]

Frequency

Data rate

Range

Peak
current/power
consumption

2.5 cm [202]
1.5 m [203]
15-40 m [204]
2-10 m [203]

24 kbps [195]
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Optical

MI

RF

Acoustic

Table 8. Performance figures of some representative underwater acoustic, optical, electromagnetic and magneto-inductive
modems. Data taken from [106, 113].
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Manufacturer and model
Develogics HAM.NODE [88]
AQUATEC AQUAmodem1000 [209]
EvoLogics S2C R 7/17 [91]
EvoLogics S2C R 18/34 [91]
EvoLogics S2C R 48/78 [91]
EvoLogics S2C M HS [91]
FAU Hermes modem prototype [96]
Rutgers MIMO modem [95]
Northeastern SEANet prototype [94]
CoSa WiFi [218]
INESC TEC Dipole [219]
CoSa EF Dipole [218]
WFS Seatooth Mark IV SR [205]
WFS Seatooth Mark IV MR [205]
Dalhousie Univ. Prototype [220]
MST Prototype [194]
CSS/MISL Prototype [221]
Penguin Automated Systems [222]
Sonardyne BlueComm 200 [145]
MIT AquaOptical modem [147]
Hydromea Luma 500ER [223]

Max Range
30 km
10 km
7 km
3.5 km
1 km
300 m
150 m
10s of m
10s of m
10 cm
1m
[1, 8] m
[5, 7] m
[30, 45] m
10 m
40 m
[250, 400] m
[10, 300] m
120 m
50 m
50 m

Bit rate
145 bps
{0.1, 2} kbps
{1, 7} kbps
{1, 13.9} kbps
{1, 32} kbps
{2, 62} kbps
87.7 kbps
{100, 250} kbps
{41, 250} kbps
{10, 50} Mbps
1 Mbps
{0.2, 1} Mbps
2.4 kbps
100 bps
8 kbps
1 kbps
{153, 40} bps
{1.5, 100} Mbps
10 Mbps
4 Mbps
500 kbps

